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Abstract.  Atmospheric correction algorithms allow the reduction of atmospheric components influence in the 

acquisition of earth’s surface reflectance properties. Quantifying this reduction is critical for the remote sensing 

science. Different regions have different natural or man-made composition and respond differently for each 

algorithm. Highly turbid inland waters are significantly sensitive to atmospheric correction algorithms, and these 

waters must be evaluated with care. This paper investigated the impact of turbidity levels in a sediment-laden 

tropical lake through the correlation analysis between image and ground-based Remote Sensing reflectance 

(Rrs) for the Landsat 8 OLI sensor. Four atmospheric algorithms were tested for Rrs estimation: DOS (Dark 

Object Substraction), FLAASH (Fast Line-of-sight Atmospheric Analysis of Spectral Hypercubes), 6S (Second 

Simulation of the Satellite Signal in the Solar Spectrum) and QUAC (QUick Atmospheric Correction). A 

regression linear model was applied to the data, and results showed two distinguishable features within the 

samples. The first feature set presents a near-one higher-angle slope value with R
2 
values ranging from 49-64%, 

and a near-zero lower-angle slope with R
2 
ranging from 49-71%. Despite the small data set used in this work, it 

is reasonable to assume the results demonstrate that, during the atmospheric correction process, the Rrs 

correlation undergoes a slope direction change. This is most likely due to the influence of higher turbidity levels. 

Keywords: water constituents, optically complex waters, atmospheric correction, calibration, validation, remote 

sensing 

1. Introduction  

The water superficial color, or spectral reflectance,  is a result of interactions between 

optically active components (OAC) present in water via absorption and scattering processes 

(Preisendorfer, 1961) with solar irradiance within the visible region of the electromagnetic 

spectrum (400 a 700 nm). Reflectance is directly proportional to light scattering towards the 

surface, and inversely proportional to the absorption coefficient (Morel & bricaud, 1981; 

Gordon,  1991),  which allows the use of reflectance measurements  acquired via remote 

sensing to obtain information on the water optically active constituents (Gordon et al., 1989). 

 In case I waters, the absorption coefficient is directly influenced by phytoplankton (aph), 

whereas the influence of colored dissolved organic matter (CDOM), detritus and sediment 

vary only with chlorophyll-a concentration (Presendorfer,  1961;  Morel  & Maritorena, 

 2001;  Morel  &  Gentili  2009). In optically complex environments (Case II waters), CDOM 

and detritus absorption coefficients tend toward higher values than  aph(λ) within the visible 

blue and red spectral regions  (Galegos  &  Neale,  2002). 

Since the launch of the first remote sensing sensor, the scientific community spent a 

great effort increasing their radiometric and spectral performance. Nevertheless, processing 

ocean color data for optically complex waters remains a challenging task. This is mainly 

caused by the high CDOM and detritus concentration (Siegel et al., 2000), reducing the 

precision of the atmospheric correction process, with misleading measurements. These 

normally result in distortion of the actual reflectance of the objects which subsequently 

affects the extraction of information from images. Deciding on the need to correct for 

atmospheric effects is often a critical first step that can affect subsequent steps in satellite 
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data applications. In case I waters, it is assumed that seawaters absorbs all the light in the red 

and near-infrared (NIR) region of the spectrum, referred as the black-pixel assumption 

(Gordon & Wang, 1994). This allows estimating the contribution of the atmosphere and 

subsequently the light scattered by the water column and measured by the satellite. While the 

black-pixel assumption is verified in clear ocean waters, it induces significant errors when 

applied in optically complex waters. Moreover, these environments present high spatial and 

temporal variability reducing the performance of global parameterizations (e.g., Loisel et al., 

2010; Werdell et al., 2007) and significant errors remain in retrieving water properties from 

satellite remote sensing (e.g., Zibordi et al., 2009a, 2009b). 

Numerous atmospheric correction algorithms were developed taking into account 

non-negligible NIR water contribution to the measured signal. A regional validation of these 

algorithms is required to gain insight in their performances and limitations and to aid the 

retrieval of precise radiometric data. Despite several studies compared the performances of 

new developed algorithms against the standard atmospheric correction algorithms for ocean 

water (e.g.,Kuchinke et al., 2009; Ruddick et al., 2000; Wang & Shi, 2007; Wang et al., 

2009), only few studies were made for optically complex waters, with a focus on the 

algorithm performance and not in the comparison of multiple atmospheric correction 

algorithms. This paper aims to cover that gap. 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1 Study area  

The Amazon basin drains a surface area of around 6,000,000 km2, constituting ca. 5% 

of the Earth's terrestrial surface. The Amazon River and its large tributaries are accompanied 

along their middle and lower courses by large ‘várzeas’ which cover an area of about 300,000 

km2 (Junk, 1997), including 110,000 km2 in the main stream (Melack and Fisher, 1990). 

Permanent and temporary lakes increase in size and become connected to each other during 

high river discharge. The ‘Várzea do Lago Grande de Curuai’ (Fig. 1) has a flood area that 

varies between 1340 and 2000 km2 (Kosuth, 2002), according to the flow period. Its 

watershed covers 3660 km2, including open water areas. The ‘Várzea do Lago Grande de 

Curuai’ is comprised of several white-water lakes (waters characterized by high suspended 

sediment loads) and black-water lakes (waters characterized by high concentrations of 

dissolved humic acids and low concentrations of suspended sediment) interconnected with 

each other and permanently connected to the Amazon mainstream by different small 

channels. The major lake, ‘Lago Grande de Curuai’, is a white-water lake, ca. 359 km2, 

located between 56°00′W (upstream) and 55°03′W (downstream) and 2°17′S and 1°55′S. 

This lake is permanently linked to Amazon river by two channels ‘Foz Sul’ (FS) and ‘Foz 

Norte’ (FN) (Fig. 1).  
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Figure1. Map of the study area (Lago Grande do Curuai). Red circles represent the in situ radiometric data 

collected. 

2.2 Image/Sensor 

Landsat 8/OLI was launched on February 11, 2013 and normal operations started on 

May 30, 2013. It has a ground track repeat cycle of 16 days with an equatorial crossing time 

at 10:00 a.m. The Operational Land Imager (OLI) on L8 is a nine band push broom scanner 

with a swath width of 185 km, eight channels at 30 m and one panchromatic channel at 15 m 

spatial resolution. Compared to the Thematic Mapper (L4-5/TM) and the Enhanced Thematic 

Mapper Plus (L-7/ETM+) carried on previous Landsat missions, L8/OLI offers higher signal-

to-noise ratios (SNR), mainly because of longer integration times on the push broom scanner, 

and a better radiometric resolution (12 instead of 8 bits for radiometric digitization) and 

spectral resolution (additional band for coastal/aerosol centred at 443 nm). A single 

orthorectified and terrain corrected Level 1T OLI image was obtained from USGS 

EarthExplorer (http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/) for the Curuai Lake. In this study, the 

reflectance was calculated for each spectral band using ENVI software for radiometric 

calibration. 

2.3 Atmospheric correction 

2.3.1 Dark Object Subtraction 

Dark object subtraction searches each band for the darkest pixel value. Assuming that 

dark objects reflect no light, any value greater than zero must result from atmospheric 

scattering. The scattering is removed by subtracting this value from every pixel in the band. 

This simple technique is effective for haze correction in multispectral data, but it should not 

be used for hyperspectral data (Chavez Jr., 1988).   

2.3.2FLAASH 

FLAASH (Fast Line-of-sight Atmospheric Analysis of Spectral Hypercubes) is a 

MODTRAN-based “atmospheric correction” software package which was developed to 

support current and planned IR-visible-UV hyperspectral and multispectral sensors. The main 

objectives are to provide (1) accurate, physics-based derivation of surface and atmospheric 

properties (such as surface albedo, surface altitude, water vapor column, aerosol and cloud 

optical depths, surface and atmospheric temperatures), (2) minimal computation time 

requirements, and (3) an interactive, user-friendly interface for running arbitrary MODTRAN 

calculations, FLAASH is written in the Interactive Data Language (IDL) for compatibility 

with a wide variety of computer platforms and to facilitate its use with IDL-based 

display/analysis software such as ENVI. FLAASH incorporates MODTRAN4 radiation 
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transfer code. Any of the standard MODTRAN model atmospheres and aerosol types can be 

chosen to represent the scene, and a MODTRAN solution is computed for each image. 

FLAASH also includes correction for adjacency effect, an option to compute a scene-average 

visibility, uses the most advanced techniques for handling particularly stressing atmospheric 

conditions (such as the presence of clouds), and cirrus and opaque cloud classification map 

(Cooley et al., 2002). 

2.3.3 6S 

The Second Simulation of the Satellite Signal in the Solar Spectrum (6S) is a 

radioactive transfer code developed by Vermote et al. (1997a), following earlier versions 

developed by Tanré et al. (1990).  Given the target reflectance of a pixel and the sensor 

characteristics, the code simulates the effect of the atmosphere in the signal due to scattering 

by molecules and aerosols, and absorption - mainly by H2O, CO2, O2, O3, CH4, N2O and 

CO (Vermote et al. 1997b). The 6S RTC can also be run in the ‘atmospheric correction 

mode’, computing in this case the Bottom of Atmosphere (BOA) reflectance, given the at-

sensor measured value. The main limitations to the operational use of the 6S code is the 

difficulty in getting the required atmospheric parameters and the computational time involved 

in running the code on a pixel-by-pixel basis (Zhao et al. 2000). 

2.3.4 QUAC 

QUAC (QUick Atmospheric Correction) determines atmospheric correction 

parameters directly from the observed pixel spectra in a scene, without ancillary information. 

It is based on the empirical finding that the average reflectance of diverse material spectra is 

not dependent on each scene, so processing is much faster compared to first-principles 

methods. QUAC also allows for any view angle or solar elevation angle, if a sensor does not 

have proper radiometric calibration or the solar illumination intensity is unknown (with cloud 

decks, for example) (Bernstein et al., 2012). 

2.5 In situ Data 

Radiometric data for validation purposes were collected from eighteen points across 

the Lago grande do Curuai. The points were spaced from one another a distance of 5 km 

minimum and 60 km maximum. Six RAMSES TRIOS sensors were used to collect 

electromagnetic radiation in six distinct positions, upwelling radiance, downwelling 

irradiance and downwelling radiance inside the water; water leaving radiance (45º), sky 

radiance (45º) and downwelling irradiance outside the water. Fairly clear sky conditions were 

achieved during measurements despite the fact that cloud cover is high for the area. Raw data 

were processed to Remote Sensing reflectance (Rrs) in order to establish a correlation with 

reflectance data from the atmospherically corrected images. 

2.6 Statistics and Linear Regression 

The coefficient of determination (R
2
) was calculated to investigate the relationship 

between the image data and ground-based radiometric data. R
2
 describes the proportion of 

variance of the dependent variable explained by the regression model. It is a measure of the 

Sum of Squares Regression over the Sum of Squares Total (Regression and Error). The 

regression coefficient (fitted curve slope) was also calculated in order to evaluate the rate of 

change of the image Rrs with respect to that of in-situ-calculated Rrs. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1 In situ water spectra 

In order to understand lago grande do Curuai optical behavior, the Rrs spectra for the 

in situ dataset and simulated OLI dataset can be observed in the Figure 2. In the first graph, 

three distinct features can be identified. In the first feature, between 400 and 580, there is a 
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linear increase in the Rrs magnitude, characteristic of optical conditions of mixed waters, in 

which the dominance of either phytoplankton, CDOM or sediments cannot be identified 

(SISWANTO et al, 2012), from 580 to 700 nm there is a plateau, characteristic of waters with 

high sediment concentration (KUTSER et al, 2006), and in the 740 to 900 nm range, the Rrs 

spectra is dominated by water absorption, and linear sediment backscattering, with a small 

peak in 850 nm. In the second graph, a spectral transformation was applied using the sensor 

impulse function. One can observe that the first two features were maintained from the 

original hyperspectral in situ data, whereas the third one changed to a linear decrease, caused 

by the lack of higher-resolution spectral bands. Overall, OLI-simulated Rrs spectra 

successfully maintained the distinct features of a highly turbid water spectrum. 

 
Figur 2. Spectral behavior for each collected point per unit of steradian (sr

-1
) and nanometer (nm). The upper 

graph represent the in situ measurements every 1 nm. The lower graph display the sensor adjusted in situ 

measurement. 

During the development of atmospheric correction algorithms for ocean color, the 

NIR range have been used as a proxy for atmospheric scattering, assuming that all signal 

identified in that range is caused by it. Although this statement is valid for clear ocean waters, 

in coastal and inland waters it is possible to identify the high sediment backscattering 

coefficient influence in the Rrs spectra, especially for highly turbid waters such as in lago 

grande do Curuai. This occurs as a linear increase in the Rrs magnitude for whole spectra. 

This behavior can be observed in figure 2, in which the simulated Rrs in the NIR range is not 

as low as it was expected (near zero). Hence, the Rrs derived from satellite data in the NIR is 

caused by the sum of the signal from the sediment backscattering and atmospheric scattering. 

Atmospheric corrections that simply remove the signal estimated from the NIR (e.g. 

DOS and QUAC) may underestimate the Rrs provenint from highly turbid waters, whereas 

atmospheric corrections algorithms that focus on SWIR bands (e.g. FLAASH) or atmospheric 

absorption and scattering properties (e.g. 6S) may reduce this shortcoming. 

3.2 Estimated water spectra 

Figures 3 and 4 show the linear regression model result. The scatterplots for each 

atmospheric correction algorithm were split into two. This was performed due to the 

identification of two different patterns within the initial results. However, this was not 

achieved by an analysis of covariance due to lack of sampled data. Therefore, an empirical 

split of the scatterplot data allowed the separation and further statistical computation of the 

two patterns.  
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Figure 4 depicts the scatterplots for each band with lower slope values. The 

discrepancy in the slope magnitude indicates lower correlation between the two datasets. This 

means that despite the variation within the in situ Rrs, not much variation can be observed in 

the image Rrs. This set of data in Figure 4 might be influenced by an external parameter that 

cannot be identified with these set of in situ radiometric data only. The most likely parameter 

is the turbidity level since the area of study is a highly turbid optically complex case II water.  

Oppositely, R
2
 value for figure 4 is reasonably similar to that of figure 3. This 

indicates that the data variance for the figure 4 dataset are similar to that of figure 3, and both 

figures indicate that the dependent variable (image Rrs) variance is explained by the model 

with some degree of certainty, considering the number of samples collected for this study. A 

further analysis of figures 3 and 4 also expose how the longer wavelengths OLI bands tend to 

generate higher R
2 values for the lower-angle slope.  

Several atmospheric algorithms specific for turbid waters were developed (Ruddick et 

al, 2000). These algorithms reconsider the assumption that there is negligible water-leaving 

radiance at 670 nm. This allows for the more accurate generation of atmospherically 

corrected images for turbid waters. Since the algorithms used in this work were not specific 

for turbid waters, inaccuracies were expected to appear. Hence, figure 4 might represent the 

result of these inaccuracies due to its low slope angle. 

 

 
Figure 3. First feature set empirically selected showing a higher correlation between the image Rrs 

and ground-based Rrs per unit of steradian (sr
-1

). 

 

 
Figure 4. Second feature set empirically selected showing a lower correlation between the image Rrs 

and ground-based Rrs per unit of steradian (sr
-1

). 
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When taking into account the assumptions made for each atmospheric model, it was 

expected a shift in the linear model slope due to the increase of sediment concentration. This 

concentration influenced the Rrs spectra in two distinct aspects: on its shape and magnitude. 

Regarding the atmospheric correction, the magnitude was critical for precise Rrs estimation. 

An increase in sediment concentration had a linear impact on the Rrs spectra, increasing the 

Rrs magnitude for both visible and NIR wavelengths. Hence, the atmospheric correction 

algorithms using the NIR as atmospheric scattering baseline, underestimated Rrs, as observed 

in the fitted model slope decrease from figure 3 to figure 4. Although the shift coincided with 

the theoretical background for turbid waters, this work lacks in situ measurements of 

sediment concentration for a more robust matching conclusion. 

 

4.Conclusion 

Atmospheric correction algorithms are essential for an accurate acquisition of Earth 

surface water optical information. This paper investigated the impact of turbidity levels in a 

sediment-loaded tropical lake for the Landsat 8 OLI sensor through the comparison of four 

well established atmospheric correction algorithms. The regression linear model applied on 

the data showed two distinguishable features within the sample distribution. The first feature 

set presented a near-one higher-angle slope value, and the second one showed a near-zero 

lower-angle slope. The results demonstrated that during the atmospheric correction process 

the samples underwent a slope direction change. Sediment concentration increase might be 

the main factor in the underestimated results found in all correction models. 

FLAASH and 6S were more accurate for this specific dataset. QUAC showed the 

worst correlation results, underestimating the image Rrs for all collected points whereas DOS 

overestimated them. This work showed preliminary results in regional scale for each 

atmospheric model in an optically complex environment. However, care must be taken while 

extrapolating these results for other areas. Despite the preliminary results found, this is a 

novel work attempting to evaluate atmospheric correction for Landsat OLI sensor. Future 

studies validating these algorithms should consider the acquisition of in situ data for sediment 

concentration levels and composition. Moreover, the authors suggest applying this 

methodology in other study sites with different optical composition. 
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